Off Course Feng Shui for Golfers

The Colours of

Feng Shui
By TY Tan

In this issue, I will be discussing how colours play a significant role within the
practice of Feng Shui. When certain colours are used correctly, it will enhance
the desired energy and wealth for individuals and owners of golf clubs.
For example, if your building or clubhouse was built after 2004 and is facing
between 172.5 degrees to 202.5 degrees, painting its facing exterior red will enhance the flow of fortunate Chi into the building for fame and reputation and,
at the same time, prevent accidents and injuries to young people. Having a black
or blue theme in the North or North East will prevent fire hazards while having
lots of golden coloured decorative items or painting in the East and North West
will suppress the evil energy from creating havoc in the home.
Your lucky colour will depend on your personal Bazi or four pillars of destiny – it is not the same for everyone. To find out your lucky colour, you will need
a professional Bazi reading of your birth chart.
The following is a guideline of what each colour represents in Feng Shui and
Bazi.
Red Emits Fire Chi
(Fame and Reputation)
This is definitely Tiger Woods’ lucky colour, but you don’t see him wearing red shirts with red pants altogether because too much red can bring
anger and restlessness and Tiger seems to know it.
Red is good for the location of the wealth star during this period of time.
However, if used wrongly, it may cause problems and even sickness.
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Green Emits Wood Chi
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(Growth and Persistent)
Use green wherever you want to experience inspiration, growth and
change. Avoid green if you have trouble focusing. When working with green
colour in Feng Shui, it can be used in the East, Southeast and South areas of
your space, but knowing precisely what stars are residing within these sectors requires fine tuning for optimum results.

Brown Emits Earth Chi
(Stability and Trust)
The element of earth can be freely used in a home or building such as
South West or the North East sectors. Too much of the colour brown in your
building may lead to a lethargic team.

Black or Blue Emits Water Chi
(Power and Wisdom)
Both of these colours are great for careers and ideal for any space where
you want to assert your power, like an office or when a space needs cooling
down from excessive fire chi to keep fire hazard away.

Orange or Golden Emits Metal Chi
(Justice and Righteousness)
This colour draws people to stand up for the weak and endure challenges. Incorporate orange wherever you are the underdog in a golf competition!
Remember, when colours are used properly, they will bring energy into
your environment to achieve your desired goals.
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Tiger Woods wears red on the final day
of a tournament

